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The puzzling difference between the IR spectra of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons �PAHs� and
those of the corresponding positive ions �PAHs+� is a well documented fact, although the basic
reason for it is far from clear. In this report, the CH fragment, in its neutral and ionized forms is
taken as a case study for investigating the collapse of the CH stretching vibration with ionization.
A comprehensive study of the dipole moment function around the equilibrium geometries of the
fragments using large scale configuration interaction and quantum Monte Carlo methods shows very
different variations with the CH distance: a marked decrease for neutral CH�2�� and a perfect
stability for ionized CH+�1�+�. These results are consistent with strong/weak intensities of the CH
vibrations in the neutral/ionized PAHs, the key point being the presence, or not, of a hole in the �
shell. A topological analysis of the electronic densities shows that the collapse of the CH stretching
with ionization is directly linked to the compensation between the internal charge transfer
contribution and the distortion of the electronic density within the CH bond. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3465552�

I. INTRODUCTION

The suggestion that polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
�PAHs� were the carriers of the unidentified infrared �UIR�
bands1,2 has motivated considerable efforts from the astro-
physics community. The 3.3 �m band of the UIR spectra
whose intensity varies drastically from one astrophysical ob-
ject to another has probably been the feature subject to the
most specific theoretical as well as experimental investiga-
tions. One of the most surprising results of these first inves-
tigations was that the IR spectra of the positive ions �PAHs+�
at 3.3 �m presented a total collapse in the band intensities
with ionization.3–11 Such a collapse was certainly not ex-
pected in view of the marginal geometric modifications with
respect to the neutral parents. Although an increasing number
of theoretical spectra of PAHs are routinely available to day
in databases12,13 and high level theoretical works are carried
out to establish the importance of PAHs radical cations in the
interstellar clouds,14–19 the basic reason at the origin of this
seemingly widely spread phenomenon in the PAHs popula-
tion has never been really clarified.

The collapse of the CH stretching with ionization is cer-
tainly a robust fact for genuine PAHs. First predicted3 and
observed in the laboratory for naphthalene,4 anthracene,6 and
pyrene,7 it has been confirmed and shown to persist for much
larger linear and compact PAHs.10,11 The electronic structure
of these species is well represented by naphthalene �Fig. 1�
in the neutral �I� and ionized �II� forms. Structure �I� is typi-
cal of singlet aromatic compounds with a complete � shell

where each carbon atom gives a 2p electron to the delocal-
ized system; structure �II� is the corresponding positive ion
where one electron has been removed from the � shell, so
that there is one less � electron than the number of carbon
atoms. The IR stretching vibration is very strong for the neu-
tral, whereas it is very weak �between one and two orders of
magnitude less� in the ionized species.

However, PAHs are not necessarily built of condensed
six-membered rings. We have considered that irregular struc-
tures incorporating even-membered rings are possible and
can be well represented by the fluorenyl radical �Fig. 1�. In
structure �III�, the neutral system is an open-shell of doublet
multiplicity with a complete � shell. Structure �IV� is the
corresponding positive ion; contrary to naphthalene, the
positive ion is a singlet state that has also one less � electron
than the number of carbon atoms. Again the IR stretching
vibration is found very strong for neutral fluorenyl whereas it
is very weak for the cation.20

The possibility that PAHs are slightly dehydrogenated in
space has also to be considered.21 Such a situation is repre-
sented by dehydrogenated naphthalene �Fig. 1�. In structure
�V�, a hydrogen atom has been removed in the � position;
the PAH remains neutral with a complete � shell and a �
dangling orbital containing an unpaired electron �doublet
state�. Ionization leads to two different ions according as the
electron is removed from the localized dangling orbital or
from the delocalized system. In structure �VI�, the electron is
removed from the delocalized system; it is an open-shell
triplet with one less � electron than the number of carbon
atoms; the IR stretching vibration is very weak. In structure
�VII�, the positive charge is localized in the aromatic plane
on the � carbon; it is a closed shell singlet with a complete �
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shell. Here we found the puzzling result that, for both spe-
cies, the neutral as well as the ionized, the IR stretching
vibration is very strong. Removing a � hydrogen leads to the
same conclusions.22

The conclusion that can be drawn from the body of data
gathered on different types of PAHs is that ionization is cer-
tainly not the only factor leading to the collapse of the CH
stretching vibration; neither is the spin multiplicity, nor the
charge of the PAH. The only common point is the presence
of a hole in the � shell.

Looking for the basic reason at the origin of the phenom-
enon is the main goal of this report. All theoretical and ex-
perimental studies of PAHs have shown that the CH stretch-
ing vibration is well separated from the other vibrations; it is
a local mode, not coupled with the other motions of the
nuclei, which suggests that the CH fragment can be consid-
ered as model for a case study �Fig. 2�. The neutral fragment
CH, in its ground state 2�, with one � electron on one car-
bon, is a model for structures I, III, and V. The ionized frag-
ment CH+ in its ground state 1�+ with no � electron on
carbon, i.e., a hole in the � system is a model for structures
II and IV and VI, whereas CH+ in its excited state 3� pre-
sents the same situation as structure VII with a positive
charge in the � system and a complete � shell.

Since the IR intensities scale with the square of the de-
rivative of the dipole moment associated with the displace-
ment of the nuclei, we calculated the electric dipole moments
of the CH fragment in its ground state 2� and CH+ in its
ground state 1�+ and first excited state 3�, using the multi-

reference configuration interaction �MRCISD� method with
single and double excitations, as well as quantum Monte
Carlo �QMC� approaches developed recently in our labora-
tory. Anticipating further calculations on larger PAHs, we
also verified that density functional theory �DFT� gives
analogous answers.

The present report is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
present the main characteristics of the theoretical methods
used and we show that the results of these very different
approaches agree well with each other and with other levels
of calculations,11 which gives us confidence in their accu-
racy. A topological analysis of the B3LYP density based on
the electron localization function �ELF� is developed in
Sec. III for interpreting the variation of the dipole moment
with the CH elongation. Conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. ACCURATE CALCULATIONS OF DIPOLE
MOMENTS

For non-neutral systems such as CH+, the electric dipole
moment is origin dependent. Here, it was calculated with
respect to the center of mass, which is relevant for rotational/
vibrational spectroscopies that probe the system in its center-
of-mass reference frame. In these conditions, the dipole mo-
ment is written as the sum of nuclear and electronic
contributions, �=�n+�e, with �n=�aZaRa �where the sum
is over all nuclei a of charges Za and located at Ra�.

A. MRCISD calculations

We perform multiconfiguration self-consistent-field
�MCSCF� calculations with complete active spaces �CAS�
generated by distributing n electrons in m orbitals
�CAS�n ,m��, followed by MRCISD calculations taking the
full CAS as reference space. We have tested full valence
active spaces, i.e., CAS�5,5� for CH and CAS�4,5� for CH+,
and full core+valence active spaces, i.e., CAS�7,6� for CH
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FIG. 1. Electronic structures of typical PAHs: charge and characteristics of
the � and � electronic distributions. Strengths of the CH stretching vibra-
tions �VS=very strong; vw=very weak� and references.
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FIG. 2. Lewis structures of CH in its ground state 2�, and CH+ in its ground
state 1�+ and first excited state 3�. In this formal representation, the elec-
trons are distributed in the orbitals following the Hund–Pauli model �Hund’s
rule for one-center distributions and Pauli principle within a chemical bond�.
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and CAS�6,6� for CH+. Including the 1s core electrons in the
active space results in an increase of the dipole moments by
at most 0.01 D. The basis used is cc-pVQZ.

B. QMC calculations

As QMC calculations of dipole moments are less stan-
dard we give here more details. We start by generating a
MCSCF wave function with a full valence CAS using the
quantum chemistry program GAMESS.23 We use the CVB2
Slater basis of Ema et al.,24 each Slater function being actu-
ally approximated by a fit to 14 Gaussian functions25–29 in
GAMESS.

This standard ab initio wave function is then multiplied
by a flexible Jastrow factor consisting of the exponential of
the sum of electron-nucleus, electron-electron and electron-
electron-nucleus terms, written as systematic polynomial and
Padé expansions30 �see also Refs. 31 and 32�. Some param-
eters are fixed by imposing cusp conditions on the wave
function, and essentially all other free parameters are chosen
to be initially zero to form our starting trial Jastrow–Slater
wave function. The QMC calculations are performed with
the program CHAMP �Ref. 33� using the true Slater basis set
rather than its Gaussian expansion. The Jastrow, CSF, and
orbital parameters are simultaneously optimized with the re-
cently developed linear energy minimization method34–36 in
variational Monte Carlo �VMC�, using an accelerated Me-
tropolis algorithm.37,38 We use an energy convergence thresh-
old of 10−4 Ha. Once the optimized trial wave function
	�R� has been obtained, we calculate the dipole moment in
variational and diffusion Monte Carlo �DMC�. The DMC
calculations are done within the short-time and fixed-node
approximations �see, e.g., Refs. 39–43�. We use an imagi-
nary time step of 
=0.01 Ha−1 in an efficient DMC algo-
rithm featuring very small time-step errors.44

We compute the electronic dipole moment in QMC us-
ing the straightforward local estimator,

�L
e�R� = − �

i=1

N

ri, �1�

where R= �r1 ,r2 , ¯ ,rN� designates the N electron coordi-
nates. The VMC estimate of the dipole moment is given by
the average of this estimator over M electron configurations
Rk distributed according to the probability density 	�R�2,

�VMC
e =

1

M
�
k=1

M

�L
e�Rk� = ��L

e�R��	2. �2�

In DMC, the dipole moment is calculated as the average of
the local estimator over the mixed distribution 	FN�R�	�R�,
where 	FN�R� is the fixed-node wave function,

�DMC
e = ��L

e�R��	FN	. �3�

The systematic bias in the VMC estimate of the dipole mo-
ment �VMC

e vanishes only linearly with respect to the error in
the wave function �	=	−	0 �where 	0 is the exact wave
function�, in contrast with the case of the total energy which
is quadratic with �	. Similarly, the systematic bias in the
DMC estimate �DMC

e is linear with respect to both �	 and

�	FN=	FN−	0, the error in the fixed-node wave function.
Consequently, the calculated dipole moments are much more
sensitive to the quality of the wave function than the total
energy is. The better hybrid “2DMC-VMC” estimate

�hybrid
e = 2�DMC

e − �VMC
e �4�

has a systematic bias which is still linear in �	FN but now
quadratic in �	, and it is thus much less sensitive to the
quality of the wave function.

We now discuss several limitations to the accuracy of the
QMC calculations of dipole moments, taking the CH mol-
ecule as a test example. A first obvious limitation is the sta-
tistical uncertainty on the calculated value of the dipole mo-
ment which is inherent to Monte Carlo approaches and
directly related to the variance of the estimator of Eq. �1�.
The relative statistical uncertainty on the dipole moment is
much bigger than the relative statistical uncertainty on the
total energy. Although improved estimators with reduced
variances can be constructed �e.g., similarly to what has been
done in Ref. 45�, in practice for the small systems studied
here, one can easily perform sufficiently long Monte Carlo
runs to obtain acceptably small statistical uncertainties. We
use Monte Carlo samples of sizes of the order of M 	108

giving statistical uncertainties of about 0.001 D in VMC,
0.003 D in DMC, and 0.006 D for the hybrid estimate. A
second limitation is in the convergence accuracy during the
optimization of the wave function.

Because the optimization is done in the presence of sta-
tistical noise, it is not possible to converge the total energy to
a very high precision, which results in some bias in the op-
timized parameters. Reducing the energy convergence
threshold from 10−4 to 10−3 Ha introduces a random bias on
the dipole moment in VMC and to a less extent in DMC,
which is clearly larger than the statistical uncertainty, but
does not change the hybrid estimate within statistical uncer-
tainty. A third limitation is the chosen form of the trial wave
function and variational space. Reducing the one-electron
basis from CVB2 to CVB1 �Ref. 24� biases the dipole mo-
ment in VMC and to a less extent in DMC, but does not
change the hybrid estimate. The same behavior is obtained if
only the Jastrow parameters are optimized while keeping the
CSF and orbital coefficients fixed to their MCSCF values.

C. Results

For any given fragment, the MRCISD and QMC calcu-
lations give dipole moments that coincide on the interval of
variation considered around the equilibrium positions �see
Fig. 3�. However, the variation of the dipole moment is dif-
ferent in each case. As the CH distance �equivalent to the
normal coordinate in this case� increases, one observes the
following:

�i� a net decrease of the dipole moment function for the
neutral CH�2�� fragment consistent with a large IR
intensity;

�ii� a perfect stability of the dipole moment function for
the positive ion CH+�1�+� fragment consistent with a
very weak IR intensity; and
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�iii� a large increase of the dipole moment function for the
positive ion CH+�3�� fragment consistent with a large
IR intensity.

The B3LYP calculations reported for comparison show
the same evolution as the high level treatments, even if the
numerical values may vary with the level of theory.11 Assum-
ing a linear fit over the interval of CH elongation considered,
one obtains slope coefficients �debye/Å� of the following:

�i� CH�2��: �1.77�B3LYP�; �1.77�MRCI�;
�1.68�QMC�;

�ii� CH+�1�+�: 0.18�B3LYP�; 0.23�MRCI�; 0.22�QMC�;
and

�iii� CH+�3��: 2.61�B3LYP�; 2.56�MRCI�; 2.50�QMC�,

which justifies the use of the B3LYP density for the topologi-
cal analysis presented below.

All these calculations are consistent with the fact that the
collapse in the IR intensity is linked to the absence of an
electron in the � system and not to ionization only.

III. TOPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

We have represented in Fig. 2 a schematic view of the
valence electronic distributions in the CH and CH+ frag-
ments. All three structures are characterized by a covalent
CH bond. The differences lie in the repartition of the non-
bonding electrons between the � and � orbitals.

The topological analysis carried out in this work relies
on a partitioning of the molecular space achieved by means
of the theory of dynamical systems.46 This method gives a
mathematical framework enabling a partition of the three-
dimensional physical space into a set of volumes �regions
so-called basins and noted �. Such a topological analysis
has already been successfully used within the quantum
theory of atoms in molecules �QTAIM� formalism47 for
which the basins are localized around the atomic centers
�QTAIM atoms�. Another relevant partition is the topology

of the electron localization function hereafter referred to as
ELF.48,49 ELF can be interpreted as a signature of the elec-
tronic pairs distributions50 and it is commonly used in the
studies of chemical bonding or chemical reactivity.51–53 Its
topological analysis gives a partition into chemically intui-
tive regions fulfilling, as well as possible, a one to one cor-
respondence with the Lewis valence theory: core basins �la-
beled C�A� around an A atom� contain electrons that are not
involved in the chemical bonds and valence basins for lone-
pairs �labeled V�A�� and bonding regions �labeled V�A, B��.

Briefly, the population �QTAIM or ELF� of a given ba-
sin, noted N��, is calculated by integrating the charge den-
sity over the basin volume.54 The atomic charge is then cal-
culated for a QTAIM atom according to: q��=Z-N��. The
overlap between the valence orbitals and the basins volumes
provides useful information as to the contributions of each
orbital to the different basins. In addition, the topological
partition makes it possible computing the diffuse character of
the electron density distributed into the basin volumes
�QTAIM or ELF�.55 It shows up in the form of intra-atomic
dipoles M1 defined by three-dimensional integrals for a
given basin volume according to

M1�� = 



�r − Rc���r�dr , �5�

where Rc are the Cartesian coordinates of the basin center. In
the atoms, the electron density is spherically distributed and
consequently, M1 collapses to zero. This quantity is directly
related to the molecular dipole as follows:

� = �n + �e = ��n − �


N��Rc� + �


M1, �6�

=�


q��Rc + �


M1, �7�

where the first summation is the charge transfer contribution
�CT�, q�� being the atomic charge of a QTAIM atom. The
ELF topological analysis and QTAIM analysis presented
here were performed via additional calculations using the
TOPMOD package.54,55

The ELF localization domains of the CH�2��,
CH+�1�+�, and CH+�3�� optimized structures are displayed
on the left side of Fig. 4 at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of
theory. There is only one core basin C�C�, containing two
electrons, tightly bound to the carbon nucleus and two va-
lence basins, the first corresponding to the valence electrons
nonengaged in bonding V�C�, the second to the CH bond
basin V�C, H�. How the dipole moments vary with the elon-
gation of the CH bond around the equilibrium distance is
presented in Table I that shows the ELF populations and the
QTAIM charges and moments for a C–H distance varying
between 1.0 and 1.25 Å �1.89–2.36 a.u.�.

A. The neutral fragment CH„

2�…

There is an increase in the population of the V�C� basin
�from 2.84 to 2.92e� coupled to a simultaneous reduction of
the V�C, H� basin population �from 2.07 to 2.01e� with the
stretching of the CH distance. As the CH bond extends, the
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FIG. 3. Dipole moment of CH in its ground state 2�, and CH+ in its ground
state 1�+ and first excited state 3�, with respect to the interatomic distance
around the equilibrium, calculated in MRCISD with full core+valence CAS
references and in QMC with Jastrow� full valence CAS wave functions.
The QMC results are for the hybrid 2DMC-VMC estimate and are fitted to
quadratic functions, the statistical uncertainties being of the size of the point
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contribution N� of the � electrons to the population of the
V�C� basin increases and tends to the value of 1 that will be
reached effectively at the dissociation limit. The atomic
charges are close to zero and the intra-atomic polarizations
M1�C� and M1�H� of the two atoms decrease by 	50%
showing that their electronic densities tend to spherical dis-
tributions. The CT charge transfer remains small compared
with the total atomic polarization M1�C+H� whose net de-
crease is the main reason for the decrease of the dipole mo-
ment as each atom, respectively, charged C+� and H−� in the
fragment, tends to recover its independence and neutrality.

B. The positive ion fragment CH+
„

1�+
…

There is no change in the populations of the V�C� and
V�C, H� with the elongation of the CH bond, both remaining
close to two electrons. Contrary to CH�2��, there is no � to
� electron transfer inside the V�C� basin. The total atomic
polarization M1�C+H� in CH+�1�+� decreases as strongly as

in CH�2��. However, contrary to the preceding case, it is
almost exactly balanced by the rise of the CT contribution.
The key result is that the dipole moment does not vary with
the C–H distance before the charge is effectively localized
on C.

C. The positive ion fragment CH+
„

3�…

There is a net electron transfer from the V�C, H� basin to
the � component N� of the carbon V�C� basin with the
lengthening of the CH distance. As observed for the previous
ion, the CT charge transfer increases, but at the same time
there is an increase of the M1�C+H� total intra-atomic po-
larization. The increasing distortion of the electronic density
with the CH elongation is opposite to that in the two preced-
ing situations. It comes from the fact that this density is
submitted to an increasing positive charge on the hydrogen
atom. Since there is a simultaneous increase in the CT charge
transfer, the dipole moment increases sharply due to this cu-
mulative effect.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main goal of this article was to trace the origin of
the collapse of the CH vibration with ionization as it shows
in the IR spectra of PAHs. Two different approaches have
been used to probe the dipole moment functions of the neu-
tral and ionized CH fragment in the vicinity of the equilib-
rium geometries. The two different approaches, based on
“state of the art” ab initio �MRCISD� and QMC methodolo-
gies, converge on the same dipole moment functions for each
of the CH�2��, CH+�1�+�, and CH+�3�� electronic states.
This result rules out any bias or possible artifact.

Both series of calculations show a strong variation of the
dipole moment of CH�2��, no variation for CH+�1�+�. This
result is entirely consistent with the strong and very weak �or

FIG. 4. ELF localization domains at the equilibrium geometries �left� and at
the diabatic dissociation limit �right�.

TABLE I. Topological analysis in the vicinity of the equilibrium geometries. RC–H is in Å, CT, M1, and � are in debye.

RC–H

ELF populations QTAIM analysis

�

V�C� V�C,H� C H ��C+H�
N N� N� N q M1 q M1 M1 CT

CH�2��
1.00 2.84 2.11 0.73 2.07 0.03 2.23 �0.03 �0.47 1.76 �0.11 1.65
1.12�eq.� 2.87 2.12 0.75 2.05 0.02 1.75 �0.02 �0.23 1.52 �0.08 1.46
1.14 2.89 2.13 0.76 2.03 0.02 1.70 �0.02 �0.16 1.54 �0.09 1.45
1.18 2.90 2.13 0.77 2.02 0.01 1.54 �0.01 �0.12 1.42 �0.07 1.35
1.25 2.92 2.14 0.78 2.01 0.01 1.46 �0.01 �0.18 1.28 �0.07 1.21

CH+�1��
1.00 1.97 1.97 0.0 1.99 0.71 1.10 0.29 �0.31 0.79 1.00 1.79
1.14�eq.� 1.96 1.96 0.0 1.98 0.68 0.70 0.32 �0.26 0.44 1.37 1.81
1.18 1.96 1.96 0.0 1.97 0.68 0.61 0.32 �0.23 0.38 1.43 1.81
1.25 1.96 1.96 0.0 1.97 0.68 0.47 0.32 �0.20 0.27 1.56 1.83

CH+�3��
1.00 2.04 1.30 0.74 1.87 0.62 �0.63 0.38 �0.25 �0.88 1.63 0.75
1.14�eq.� 2.16 1.41 0.75 1.76 0.55 �0.84 0.45 �0.20 �1.04 2.14 1.10
1.18 2.22 1.44 0.78 1.70 0.52 �0.90 0.48 �0.19 �1.09 2.29 1.20
1.25 2.32 1.52 0.81 1.61 0.50 �1.02 0.50 �0.15 �1.17 2.57 1.40
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nonobservable� bands of the neutral and ionized PAHs, re-
spectively. However, the case of CH+�3�� for which there is
a very strong variation of the dipole moment demonstrates
that ionization is not the determining factor. The key point is
the presence, or not, of a hole in the � system. In addition, it
is worth stressing the fact that the DFT dipole moment cal-
culated using the B3LYP hybrid functional follows identical
variations.

The topological analysis of the B3LYP density using the
ELF method shows that the variation of the dipole moment is
determined by the relative weights of the two contributions:
�i� the distortion of the intra-atomic densities and �ii� the
charge transfer contribution with the change in the CH bond
length. The compensation of these two effects in CH+�1�+� is
at the origin of the exceptional stability of the dipole mo-
ment, which in turn is the reason of the observed collapse of
the CH stretching vibration.

The present interpretative model should make it possible
to predict the strength of the 3.3 �m band according to the
electronic structure and type of any neutral or ionized PAHs.
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